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2014 CHGP! Triumph versus MG!
Wow! What a terrific CHGP! A packed schedule, a drive to downtown
Bowmanville, racers from Australia, Scotland and the Excited States, so
much to share we may have to do a two part Pit Signals! But before I
forget, thanks so much to our great photographers, John Walker, Radu
Repanovici and Richard Coburn. Much more inside! Enjoy! J.S.

Al Pease

Former VARAC
President
Oliver Clubine passed
away recently. Phil
Lamont shares his
memories inside.
Al Pease was a friend to
many VARAC members.
Some notes on Al’s
career inside this issue.

Oliver Clubine

Canadian Historic Grand Prix
June 13, 14, 15, 2014
By Jeremy Sale
“I have often categorized Mosport as the most exciting and challenging
track of all,“ says Bob Tullius. “In fact, it is my personal favorite.
Having won six out of the seven times that I raced there may have
something to do with my affection for the place, however!”
In view of the above sentiments VARAC was especially delighted to
welcome Bob Tullius as Grand Marshall for the 2014 Canadian Historic
Grand Prix. Mosport was the scene of a number of Group 44 Inc.
victories and one of Bill’s former cars, the Steve and Andy Moore
Jaguar XJR-5 was there to greet Tullius. In addition Bill Warner, wellknown founder of the Amelia Island Concours d’Elegance in Florida, was
there to race his beautiful ex-Tullius, ex-Paul Newman Triumph TR6.
The big feature for the 2014 CHGP was to be the Triumph vs. MG CanAm Challenge. Naturally this drew a big entry list of the two famous
marques, anxious to prove who was better. In addition to the Canadian
MG/Triumph contingent the CHGP was well supported by US based
racing clubs – Friends of Triumph and MG Vintage Racers.
There was a packed schedule, on and off track, three full days of racing
for six groups of cars included Monoposto, Small Bore Vintage &
Historic Cars (under 1.6 litres), Big Bore Vintage & Historic Cars (over
1.6 litres), Wings & Slicks (purpose-built racing cars running on slick
tires), and a big field of the Group 70+ cars.
The schedule began Thursday, June 12th with orientation and lapping
sessions for those inclined. Friday opened with practice, qualifying and
races for all grids and finished with the traditional VARAC “Pot Luck
Dinner” where VARAC racers and friends provided a great supper for
all. While this was going on a number of drivers happily drove their
race cars, with a police escort, from the track to nearby downtown
Bowmanville, to the delight of the locals and the drivers!. This new
feature follows the traditional scene at Watkins Glen and many
onlookers and drivers expressed their wish to see it again next year,
bigger and better. It was a great way to bring the racing scene to the
local area and promote the CHGP to the surrounding population.

Saturday racing continued with favourable weather and some really full
grids, breaking at lunch for another very popular event, the
opportunity for non-racing cars to get out and tour the track. In
addition “Mini Meet North” provided an avenue for owners of this
popular marque to gather together and show off their cars all weekend.
Racing continued in the afternoon with the final race a one hour Enduro
for the Small Bore, under 2.5 litre grid. The very full day wrapped up
with the racers banquet held in the big tent, where speeches were
made, lies were told and trophies awarded to deserving recipients.
On Sunday all street cars participating in the Field Of Dreams Classic
Car Show were invited to tour the track at lunchtime, an opportunity
for enthusiasts to be able to say on Monday at work, “Yes, I took my
sports car round Mosport this weekend, great track, you know….” The
popular Legends of Mosport Drivers and Racers Reunion was a chance
meet drivers like Bill Brack, Ludwig Heimrath, Brian Stewart, Bob
Tullius, Bill Warner, Rudi Fejer, Craig Fisher, Walt MacKay, John
Sambrook, Eppie Wietzes, moderated by the Stars Norris MacDonald.
The last race before lunch was for Vintage Historic Small Bore and
Craig Chima’s very fast Lotus Seven gave the ubiquitous* Travis Engen
in his Lotus 23 a real run for his money. Engen prevailed however with
Chima second and Bob Leitzinger third in his 1965 Lotus Elan 26R.
(* In the Chevron Travis drove 95 laps, total 2:27.36 hours, in the Ralt
86 laps 2:14.14 hours, in the Lotus, 101 laps, 2:55.28 hours, about
716 miles!)
Sunday was the “MG vs. Triumph” feature, Vintage Historic “Big Bore”
grid for the Eppie Wietzes Trophy Race, the Gary Magwood Trophy Race
(for Monoposto) the Ludwig Heimrath Trophy Race (for Group 70+) and
the Bill Brack Trophy Race (for “Wings and Slicks”). The final race of
this great weekend was the Vintage Historic “Small Bore” race for the
Walt MacKay Trophy.
In the Vintage Historic Big Bore for the Eppie Wietzes Trophy feature
Terry Watson’s 1958 Devin Special led all the way over second place
Anthony Polito’s ’66 Shelby Mustang to win by 19 seconds. A fine battle
behind them was taking place for third with Richard Cloutier’s ’65
Mustang just beating Del Bruce’s ’71 Corvette across the line.

Next up was the eagerly anticipated MG vs. Triumph feature which
started as a ferocious battle with the MGB’s of VARAC’s Gary Allen,
Richard Navin and Joe Lightfoot all chasing the ex-Group 44 Inc, exPaul Newman Triumph TR6 of Bill Warner. Starting from 15th position
Lightfoot leaped up to third by lap two and second in lap three, with
Navin, starting 14th and Allen, starting 11th joining up for a terrific fight
at the front of the field. Lightfoot briefly passed for the lead going into
Moss Turn on lap two but Warner was quickly back in front, with
Lightfoot in hot pursuit. Soon Navin and Allen took up the battle as
Lightfoot pointed them by in Moss Turn. The four were seconds apart
with Allen taking over second place on the Andretti Straight from Navin
and making an attempt for the lead going into turn one.
Warner had his hands full, the three local MGB drivers having the
advantage of many more laps at Mosport, but he was still leading
going into turn three when a big plume of smoke from the TR6 and a
quick spin put an end to the battle. Turned out the TR6 broke a rod
bolt and the rod and piston punched a couple of holes in the block.
“The car was running great, “ said Warner afterwards. “ As has been
said in the past, the engine runs best just before it blows! The course
is very challenging, and the locals, led by Gary Allen, had me
everywhere except the straight, where the torque of the TR6
overwhelmed the MGB’s. All in all, it was
a great experience at a wonderful track!”
This incident unfortunately brought out
the pace car and eventually the race
ended under the double yellow. Gary Allen
crept across the finish line, then
succumbed to a blown head gasket a
hundred yards after and had to be towed
back!
The MG / Triumph contingent seemed to
have great racing all weekend long, the
spectators loved it and what a treat to
have Bob Tullius (right) as the Grand
Marshall, back to re-visit the scene of
some of his Group 44 Inc. victories and
see his former cars including the Moore’s
Jaguar XJR-5 and Bill Warner’s TR6.

Racing In Focus photo

The Gary Magwood Monoposto race was won by Travis Engen’s
Chevron B17B over Jamie Britnell’s Hawke and Jon Hirst, Ferret Mk 4b,
these two waging a great scrap for second place with Britnell taking it
by one tenth of a second.
The Group 70+ Ludwig Heimrath Trophy Race with a field of 27 cars
saw Anthony Polito’s 1979 Mustang lead flag to flag in front of a good
battle for second, featuring Steve Moore’s ex-Bob Tullius Jaguar XJR-4
and Robert Offley, 1987 Porsche 944. The two swapped places
throughout the race but unfortunately the Jaguar DNF’d with one lap to
go, so Offley took second and Dave Margolese, Porsche 914-6 took
third. Further back in the field was the Gibson family, father Colin, with
sons Sean and Ian, all in Honda Civics, all having a ball.
The Wings and Slicks race for the Bill Brack Trophy was won by Travis
Engen’s 1976 Ralt RT1 over Kurt Engelmann, 1971 Lola T192 and Mike
Knittel, 1970 Chinook F5000. Incidentally Rudi Fejer, the original
Chinook builder, had not seen the car since 1970 and was delighted to
be re-united with his creation, as was owner Mike Knittel, experiencing
Mosport for the first time. Wonderful to see these cars in good hands
and still racing!
The final race of the Canadian Historic Grand Prix weekend was the
Vintage Historic “Small Bore” race for the Walt MacKay Trophy. The
winner was Andre Gagne, 1963 Lotus 23B, leading hard charging Harry
Gentry’s 1964 Ginetta G4 across the line by less than half a second,
followed by the two gorgeous Lotus Elevens of Glen Stephens and
Brian MacEachern, in that order. (I finally won one of those great
trophies sponsored by Doug Kurtin! As it was the Walt Mackay Trophy
race having Walt’s name on it makes it even more special for me. J.S.)
A superb weekend all round, congrats to VARAC’s CHGP Director Bob
DeShane!
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Clockwise from above,
Terry Watson’s 1958
Devin Special, Emily
Atkins 911, John
Strduhar‘s lovely red
TR3B and the great
Monoposto group having
tons of fun as usual....
(Richard Coburn Photos)

Left, Bob Leitzinger’s quick
1965 Lotus 23R. Middle:
Diane Dale’s 1971 Datsun
240Z. Below: Brian
MacEachern’s 1956 Lotus XI.
(Richard Coburn photos)

Clockwise from top right,
Alfa battles the big iron.
next, Peter Viccary
discusses tire
management strategy
with son Shane. Howie
Freeman leads the group
in Monoposto, the Minis
prepare to tour the track
and the CHGP had great
Vintage Historic battles all
weekend.
Photos by Racing In Focus.

Above: Dean Baker’s Shadow DN8. Right: Will
Thomas gets Travis Engen ready to go.
Below: Tea time...
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Above, Kurt Engelmann’s Lola T192
Right: “Grandpa’s car is SO fast...”
Below: Time for the BFH?
Photos by www.oneword.ca

My CHGP
by

Peter
Viccary...
On the Friday evening of the CHGP, race director Bob DeShane
arranged with the Bowmanville Chamber of Commerce for a convoy of
race cars to travel under police escort into town. Disappointingly, only
about eight racers participated, but thanks to the guys in their classic
MGs and Triumphs and a Sunbeam Tiger and a Lotus 7 who tagged
along for the drive. I felt like Goggles Pisano (who's old enough to
remember Fred Flintstone?); no driver's suit, no helmet, hair blowing
in the wind. Sinful, illegal, freedom on the open road!
My Kelly FV was the only open wheel car in the group, and the look of
"What the heck is that?" on peoples' faces as we drove into downtown
Bowmanville was priceless. The street was closed to traffic and a
summer festival was going on, with bands, vendors, food booths, and
our small collection of vintage race cars.
The sea of humanity parted for us as we carefully made our way down
the street. We parked and stayed for about forty-five minutes;
grabbing a bite to eat and telling curious souls about our cars and
sport. Many people thanked me for bringing my car. Very gratifying.
When it was time to go, we turned around through the parking lot of a
fast food restaurant, made our way back through the throng, and back
to CTMP, thankfully at a greater rate of knots.
There is barely room for me in my car, so my camera was on the floor,
ahead of the fire bottle and behind my feet. Just has we turned off
Hwy. 57, I thought that it was such a pretty and unique occasion that
it deserved a photo. I (obviously) was wearing my six-point harness,
so reaching my camera was no mean feat
(no pun intended). The picture at right has
the top of the dash in it, so you know it is
authentic. I hope you like it, because I nearly
killed myself getting it....
If this event is on next year's schedule,
please join in. It was great fun. Peter Viccary

My CHGP by Phil Lamont

Vintage racing the way it should be-skinny tyres and one wheel in the air....

This year’s CHGP was my 34th Festival (yes, I missed one, but I had a
doctor’s note for it!) Two good friends in my class were there - I was
looking forward to a fun weekend. First Doug Elcomb’s Dreossi developed
a tiny crack in the cylinder head, caused a bit of smoke and loss of power,
so “my motivator” was out for the weekend.
JR Mitchell was becoming comfortable at Mosport again in his Lotus 18,
with ever-improving lap times. I thought we would have some fun, but
was dismayed to see him parked near station 7, out of his car.
Lotus-VW transmission Achilles’ heel - the shifter housing broke,
rendering it relatively gear-less. I carry a spare, but it was modified for a
different model and wouldn’t fit JR’s transmission. He tried a MacGyver,
but had to retire from the next race.
I still had fun, my car ran well, and I still love driving my favourite track.
I was gobsmacked to be presented with the “Most Improved Driver” of
2013 by Monoposto Racing Director Travis Engen at our Friday evening
reception. Actually, I find it quite amusing to be named that at 78…
Selection Committee chair Marc Giroux emailed a nice note, regretting his
absence, but pointed out that they had researched lap times back to
2007, to find that I had set faster times in 2013. I give credit to my
motivator Doug Elcomb, who has inspired me with his driving and
preparation of his rare little car. JR had a hand in it too, he and Chris
Cunningham beat me in the rain at Lime Rock.
Great fun with good friends. Thanks to the organizers for their efforts.

Phil Lamont

My CHGP by Joe Lightfoot

This weekend was one of my best weekends ever. I had a great battle
with Richard Navin in the first race on Friday. We swapped the lead
multiple times. The first time I took the lead was when Richard missed a
shift coming out of five. Later on I took the lead two more times by
getting Richard trapped behind a lapped car. Hey, if you can’t take of
advantage of friends, why race J. Richard got me back each time and we
finished right behind each other.
The MG/Triumph Challenge was so exciting that I can’t remember the
first 5 minutes. It was just a blur of activity. But it ended in the best way
possible with Canadian MGBs in 1st, 2nd and 3rd overall. It was a
particularly hard fought battle though as almost all the Triumph guys got
to start ahead of the MG guys. I have a strong suspicion that the
“Triumph guys “ found out early that the grid marshalls had no way to
decide how the starting positions were going to be decided so it was first
come first served to the mock grid. There is no other way to explain why
all the Triumph guys were already lined up 20 minutes before the race.
Now I am not knocking them as I would have done exactly the same
thing for the MG guys if I had found out!
I started in 15th place. By lap one I was in 3rd place and by half way
through the second lap I was momentarily in first place as we exited
corner 5. My car is really fast this year but I had nothing for that Group
44 TR6 on the back straight. I was soon joined by Richard and Gary who
thankfully took over the chase.
The TR6 managed to keep the lead for 4 laps but Gary was forcing him to
rev the bejesus out of that thing. We were all nose to tail as we
approached corner three, then cablammo! The first thing I saw was a big
cloud of smoke then all hell broke loose. Flames came shooting out from
underneath the back end of that TR6. It looked like a jet taking off. I
really don’t remember much about the next 15 seconds but we all made
it through or around. It was unfortunate that we never got to go back to
racing, I’m sure there were a bunch of folks wanting one last shot at it.

My CHGP: A Canada / Australia Driver Exchange!
By Andrew Celovsky
This year’s CHGP had a different twist, a Canadian-Australian driver
exchange! This involved experienced vintage racer Peter Mohacsi
coming to Canada to race my car at the CHGP, to be reversed this
winter when I head to Australia to race Peter’s car. I think Peter’s
15-hour flight from Australia to participate in the CHGP qualifies
Peter for the long distance traveller award – for forever.
Peter’s regular drive in Australia is an MG Midget and occasionally a
Formula Vee. In Canada,
Peter was treated to my Fiat
124 Spider. Of course, the
truly shocking development
will occur later when I will
be foregoing my beloved
Italian racecars to try out
Peter’s MG Midget.
Peter and spouse Roz,
arrived well in advance of
the CHGP, to check out the
Mosport track; try a first event at Mt-Tremblant and play tourist
through Quebec City, Montreal, and southern Ontario. Compared to
dry Australia, Peter discovered that Canada has unlimited
quantities of rocks, trees, and water.
It took a bit of fettling to fit Peter into the Fiat Spider. Peter is less
tall than the Fiat’s regular drivers
so mirror placement was a major
issue. And while the Spider has
hitherto been a model of reliability,
this year it was to prove
problematic. Before the first event
at Mt-Tremblant the car received a
new cylinder head and
carburetors. This was promptly
followed by the failure of two
clutch release bearings at the MtTremblant event. In spite of the mechanical woes, Peter had
nothing but praise for the wonderful rolling hills of Mt-Tremblant.

By the time of the CHGP all things seemed well sorted, with the Fiat
Spider performing flawlessly. “Oh my God, this fun,” said Peter’s smile
as the test and practice sessions unfolded. Indeed there is nothing like
a field of 40+ Vintage/Historic cars racing the CTMP track in brilliant
weather. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the Fiat #213 turned lap after
lap in Peter’s skilled hands, learning the track with ever improving laps
times. In the Saturday races, Peter was in the thick of the battle,
running side-by-side down through the corners. By Saturday afternoon,
Peter was just too worn out to attempt the 1-hour Enduro.
“OK, then I will drive in the Enduro,” I graciously announced. Having
previously broken the suspension in my Fiat sedan after only a few laps
the previous day I was itching to get in some racing laps. At the time, it
seemed like a good idea to take over driving the now reliable Fiat
Spider. Unfortunately, unlike Peter’s smooth driving style, my idea to
turn 7,000+ RPM on the opening lap may not have been the best plan.
The engine made some horrible metal-to-metal noises and by the end
of lap two, the Spider was relegated to become a parts donor to the
previously sidelined Fiat sedan. So by Saturday evening the Fiat sedan
was running again with front suspension and brakes donated from Fiat
Spider. Clever huh...?
Vintage/Historic racing in Canada and Australia has many similarities,
and a few differences. On the similarity side, the cars are about the
same, albeit with a preference for the right hand drive models. Also
similar are the inevitable endless arguments about tires and other
eligibility issues! As for differences, Australian cars must run full period
interiors. But perhaps the biggest difference is the standing starts in
Australia versus the rolling starts in Canada. Peter seemed a bit
nervous about the rolling starts, but executed the start like a seasoned
professional. Likewise, I am already equally nervous about executing a
standing start in Australia. Peter has already shown me photos of Philip
Island racetrack and one obvious difference in the panoramic view of
the Great Southern Ocean in the background. Of course, it also hasn’t
escaped my notice that I will be racing cars in February while Canada is
buried under a blanket of frigid snow.
The Canada-Australia driver exchange could not happen without the great
people of the VARAC club. It is a very long way to travel from Australia to
Canada, and everyone made Peter feel truly welcome.
Thanks! Andrew C.

Our CHGP, Alister and Charles MacLean
Alister: My eldest son
Angus was getting
married a week after
the event so I invited
younger brother
Charles to fly over
from the UK a week
early to race at the
CHGP. The plan initially
was to enter the
Mercedes and the
Porsche, but the
Mercedes could not be
made ready in time, so
we shared the 944.
Charles has been racing in the UK for around 30 years. He is a
member of the Bentley Club, (which I kid him is an old boys club;
pipe smokers and grouse shooters, using wing back chairs for race
seats!) The truth is very different-the Bentley club may be full of
nostalgia, but UK Vintage racing is highly competitive! Considering
the drivers are sitting in 80 to 90 year old machines, on 4" skinny
tires, with wire wheels, tractor brakes, a steering wheel the size of
dustbin lid, pedals in various unorthodox locations across the
wooden floor…all this without a roll bar or safety belts – well, I
think they are all crazy! Charles races a 1930's 3 litre Bentley and
a Riley boat tail sports special with pre-select shift gearing.
Charles was briefly introduced to Mosport, getting only three laps
of practice on Friday morning; the next session was qualifying! As
I tried to describe corners and lines Ian Lok overheard and kindly
offered to lead Charles around for a couple of laps. Friday night
after the potluck supper Charles and Jackie walked the track, he
said this really helped.
Saturday morning race Charles started at the back of the field with
no qualifying time, due to a short in the transponder wiring! He
moved his way up to finish 29th!

Charles seemed to be acing corners 3 and 5, but said he just wasn't
getting the best line in 2 and through 9-10. (For first time out I
thought he was doing great!) In the second Saturday race Charles
started 30th and finished 24th. I finally got to drive Saturday
afternoon, and just managed to top his times, starting 30th and
finishing 22nd. Sunday morning Charles had another great race; he
finished 25th out of 29 cars, his lap times out of traffic were
consistently within the same one-second range!
It’s a shame I was unable to get my Mercedes ready to race in time,
we would've had an absolute blast racing each other. We used to do
Alfa Romeo club sprint racing back in the UK and were almost headto-head in every session, the years have not changed our
competitiveness!
Sunday was a "Greet dee ferr motorcar racing"!
I drove in the
feature race,
having a great
time trying to
stay ahead of
Emily Atkins
Porsche 911 and
trying to catch
another turbo
911, which was
fast on the
straight but
slow through
the corners!
(Well done, Emily! Let’s do it again sometime!)
Charles said that back in the UK, their race days are usually one-day
events! So he was very impressed with the VARAC three-day
weekend, the race groups, the number of races held over the
weekend and the overall impression of the event. Personally I would
like to thank the club members for welcoming my brother to the
track; he met many of you and certainly appreciated your
friendliness and the great racing. He is going to try and put the
CHGP on his race calendar for another year! Well done to all who
organized it, raced in it and socialized at it! Many Thanks, Alister.

Bill Hirst Memorial Cup
Jonathan Hirst: “The 10th presentation of the Bill Hirst Memorial Cup was
made at this years Canadian Historic Grand Prix at the Saturday night
banquet. Past candidates have been chosen for outstanding Vintage
Spirit, car preparation, and driving prowess while more recently, an
emphasis has been placed on individuals that travelling under the VARAC
banner, representing the Club and its membership outside of Ontario.
The Cup has always been traditionally presented by the family, however
potential recipients are always proposed and discussed with previous
winners. This year, I reached out to 2012 winner Jeremy Sale, to
request input from the BOD, in a effort to cast a broader net and identify
worthy candidates.
Two candidate names were put forward by the Board members, and with
one exception, there was unanimous support for one individual who was
identified for admirable traits including reliable and sage advice on all
things racing, commitment to attend BOD meetings despite a 200km
round trip, spearheading and organizing the Eligibility Chair, and
representing VARAC in events on the West Coast and South of the
border.
The 2014 recipient, as recognized by his
peers and wholly endorsed by the Hirst
Family, was Joe Lightfoot.” Jonathan Hirst

Congratulations, Joe!
“Receiving the Bill Hirst Memorial Cup
was indeed a great honour. It was so
unexpected. Even so, I have no idea why
I was so overcome with emotion that I
didn’t dare speak. Now that I can speak,
I still don't know what to say!
Thanks!”
Joe Lightfoot

Brilliant Idea, Well Received.
Earlier this year Richard Navin was having lunch
with another member, a person who prefers to
remain anonymous. The two were discussing how
much VARAC relies on volunteers, how our sport
would not exist without them and so on. After
hearing Richard’s VIP patch concept, the other
member immediately said “I would like to fund it!”
It was decided that for this concept to work, the
determination of who is a volunteer has to be
flexible and should err in favour of deserving
recipients. Essentially they would be a non-VARAC
member, and include some paid and some unpaid
volunteers at the CHGP. To say pay tribute to the
folks who make the CHGP event happen, who quite
often get little or no recognition and thanks.
“Handing them out was so rewarding, “ said Richard. “I sought out the team
leaders of each group, for example Pat, on the Grid Crew. I explained what we
were doing and asked how many were on her team. I delivered the crests next
day, and as Pat was out working Pit-In I gave them to Vic. Well, Pat
had already told everyone on her team, and they were thrilled and waiting to get
them. This scenario was repeated in the Tower, Rescue, Corner Workers etc.”
In addition to the crest, they receive a crescent shaped patch (2014 shown above)
to indicated the year . Next year the patch holders will get a 2015 patch to add to
the crest. The hope is that they will fill the circle as time goes on. “I already have
the 2015 date crescents” said Richard, “So the program is funded through next
year, with promises of continuation.” Congratulations, guys, a brilliant idea!
And just FWIW! A motorist in on the M25 at Swanley, UK holds the record for the
highest speed clocked by a speed camera in England and Wales between April
2013 and May 2014. The 149 mph figure was revealed following freedom of
information requests to 39 police authorities by the IAM (Institute of Advanced
Motorists). Eighty-five per cent of police authorities responded. The highest speed
recorded on 30 mph road was 96 mph on the B1288, on Leam Lane, Gateshead.
The highest speed recorded on a 50 mph road was on the A414 Stanstead
Abbotts, Hertfordshire where a motorist clocked 119 mph. The highest speed
recorded on a 60 mph road was 127 mph on the A413 Wendover By-Pass.....

Oliver Clubine

Long time friend Phil Lamont shares some memories...
I first became aware of Oliver Clubine in 1961 or 62. He was racing at
Mosport, towing his racecar with a Clubine Lumber pickup truck. I
thought, lucky guy, he has his racing paid for by his company! Oliver had
a good laugh at that, years later, when he explained the circumstances,
and how his parents were of little help and not thrilled with his consuming
interest in racing. At the time I was helping Jack Boxstrom with his Lotus
9, in fact we were in the same Players 200 pro race at Mosport in 1962 as
Oliver. We went our separate ways in the 60s, busy with family life,
business and pursuing our automotive addictions. My friend Jack appeared
again in my life in 1976, to persuade me to join VARAC, the new Vintage
Racing club. I got to know Oliver, as a skilled driver who presented a
beautifully prepared car. As it happened we had quick cars – Oliver in his
Lotus 6, I had my Cooper-Norton F3 car. Very different cars, different
strengths, but usually producing similar lap times.
Oliver’s Lotus 6, below.

The Transmission Seminar...

(Photos courtesy of Brian McFadzen)

Left to right, Phil
Lamont, Doug Fisher,
Oliver Clubine.

Oliver’s home built special, the Torus.
Oliver could probably tell you how many times we raced in those days
– he was an amazing source of information. I suspect Ollie was sandbagging as he usually managed to finish ahead of me on the last lap!
My excuse is that he was at the peak of his powers; I was on the front
slope of my learning curve. This resulted in my propensity to crash in
those days. But I continued to learn from the Master.
Once again Jack intervened and conned me into running for President
of VARAC. One of our first Board meetings was held at Oliver's home
in Brantford. That was the first time I visited what years later was to
become my home away from home. One of the best decisions that
early board made was to elect Oliver as treasurer. I'm sure many of
you are aware of Oliver's firm grasp of a dollar, his negotiation skills
and business acumen. His wisdom and hard work helped build VARAC
into one of the most successful and influential racing clubs anywhere.
He became a force in the VMC – a council of all the Vintage Racing
clubs in North America. He moved on to help build Monoposto Racing
in USA and Canada, eventually leading that club as president.

Another racing story – by the 80's Oliver began racing Formula Juniors –
first his Cooper, later the Lotus 22. In those days some of the young club
racers at Mosport didn't pay much attention to us old guys with our old
cars. My teen-age daughters may have attracted some of their interest –
I recall a couple of them asking me about our cars, but mainly chatting
up the girls. Oliver climbed in his Lotus and went out for his race. When
we returned the two young men were waiting, eyes somewhat like
saucers. One came to me and asked, “What gear is Oliver in going down
turn two?” When I told him fifth he said “But he didn't brake and he
didn't lift!” Ah, I said watch and learn, watch and learn. Many racers
watched and learned from Oliver.
Oliver was a proud man, proud of his accomplishments, and very proud
of his family. I wondered if it became a tiny bit difficult for him when
David became such an outstanding race driver, especially when they
were both competing in the same Formula Ford championship series. I
do know just how proud he was of David's many accomplishments in
racing, in business and in life.
Probably the happiest I have seen Oliver and Sandra was the day David
and Laura were married. They threw a great wedding, and Laura is
mother of two beautiful children, and an important and integral part of
the family business. And she came to us knowing a lot about racing
tyres!
And through all of Oliver's many activities there was a constant, his pillar
of support, dare I say his better half, Sandra. She knew him better than
anyone, still does. She supported him through his years of racing. I
know through my own experience – racing is a selfish pastime. Good
racers are known for their focus, a condition that is not always easy on
the people around them.
Anecdote: In the early 80s Oliver and I often went to US events together
- sometimes taking both cars in my Don Parker double-deck trailer
behind a motorhome - pretty classy traveling for those days…
One day we were unloading at Lime Rock. Because my car was the
smallest and lightest it would travel on top, open to the elements, while
Oliver’s Lotus 6 was secure in the enclosed lower level (my trailer - how
did that happen?)
We backed it up to a hill, propped up the ramps and prepared to get my
car back to earth......what could possibly go wrong.....

Here’s the
important
part of this
story! I had
bought a
wonderful
looking
length of
3/4” hemp
rope at a
neighbours
yard sale.
So Oliver
tied one end
of the rope
to the
Oliver’s MGA at the Hockley Valley Hill Climb.
suspension
on the Cooper, while (maybe it was a young David) and I went around
the back to help guide and control the descent. The car was halfway
down the ramp when the car took off almost running over those
helping unload. I ran around yelling at Oliver “what did you let go
for???!!!” He was flat on his back in the grass, holding a stub of rope
in his hands. The stout looking rope had snapped, releasing the car.
So much for my bargain rope. He never let me forget it either….
Another:
We were at Loudon NH - in those days a neat little road course
combined with two ovals. As usual us Canadians were bothering our
American friends - believe we were first and second on the grid, even
though some in VSCCA didn’t really approve of “Racing”. Flag fell,
Oliver and I took off, hammering around towards the back of the
circuit. Entering a right hander, Oliver’s Lotus snapped sideways - I
was about a foot behind at the time. My delicate Cooper aluminum
nose crunched into his (empty) right rear wheel well. We both went off
as the field streamed by. He jumped out of the Lotus in apparent
outrage, yelling “what did you hit me for?!” I think he was actually
laughing, as the axle had broken, his wheel departed, hence the
accident. It didn’t help my reputation as a crasher in those days.
Like the family, I feel the loss of my brother, mentor and friend.
Phil Lamont

Al Pease. 1921-2014

Al Pease drives his victory lap (above) after the sports car race that
supplemented the 1964 Players 200 at Mosport. He repeated the
victory in 1966, defeating George Eaton in a Shelby Cobra and Horst
Kroll in a Porsche 904 GTS. Pease also won back-to-back Canadian
National Championships and was voted "Driver of the Year."
Although Al Pease lived the latter part of his life in Tennessee he always
appreciated his contact with VARAC and his many friends in Canada. He
was so pleased that his championship winning MGB was found and
painstakingly restored by Mike Adams. Al was contacted early on by Mike
and was a great resource in Mike’s quest to make the MGB periodcorrect, providing early photos, and exchanging many letters and phone
calls. Al and the “B” were reunited
at the VARAC Festival in 2010, (at
right). Al’s professional racing
career included three Formula One
race starts, plus victories in both
Formula 5000 (Lola T140) and
Formula A (Brabham). Al Pease was
inducted into the Canadian
Motorsports Hall of Fame in 1998.

Raymond Lafleur
1949-2014

“Recently in Victoriaville, Québec, a number of vintage race car drivers
paid their last respects to friend and fellow racer Raymond Lafleur who
passed away on June 15, at age 64, after a long illness.
Last May 2nd, during our Test Day at Sanair, while considerably weakened
by the cruel illness, Raymond donned his helmet for the last time and
drove his Aston Martin with his usual verve, demonstrating one more
time his passion and commitment to motorsport.
As for his beloved Lotus 7, Raymond wanted to make sure before he left
us that it would remain active. It is now in the hands of Dugald Reid, of
Knowlton, Québec, a new comer to our sport.
Raymond will be missed by all who knew him.“
Alain Raymond

Spotted at Glory Days...
This	
  #	
  3	
  Dodge	
  powered	
  
Sprint	
  car	
  was	
  built	
  in	
  1948	
  by	
  
Canadian	
  Sprint	
  Car	
  
Champion	
  Lloyd	
  Shaw	
  to	
  race	
  
on	
  dirt	
  and	
  asphalt	
  tracks.	
  
Ken	
  Graham	
  purchased	
  the	
  
car	
  for	
  $400	
  from	
  Lloyd	
  in	
  
1961.	
  He	
  raced	
  this	
  car	
  from	
  
1961	
  to	
  1964	
  with	
  the	
  United	
  
Racing	
  Club	
  out	
  of	
  New	
  
Jersey.	
  	
  “At	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  the	
  1964	
  season,“	
  says	
  Ken	
  “I	
  thought	
  I'd	
  try	
  running	
  the	
  
car	
  at	
  the	
  BEMC	
  Hill	
  Climb	
  at	
  Mosport	
  just	
  for	
  fun.	
  I	
  installed	
  a	
  ﬂywheel	
  and	
  
clutch	
  as	
  these	
  cars	
  ran	
  with	
  direct	
  in-‐out	
  gear	
  box,	
  no	
  clutch	
  and	
  needed	
  to	
  be	
  
pushed	
  to	
  start	
  the	
  engine.	
  We	
  got	
  strange	
  looks	
  when	
  we	
  arrived	
  at	
  the	
  
Mosport,	
  as	
  this	
  car	
  was	
  built	
  for	
  oval	
  tracks	
  only.	
  Tech	
  
inspectors	
  weren't	
  going	
  to	
  let	
  me	
  run	
  because	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  
checks	
  back	
  then	
  was	
  a	
  brake	
  test,	
  where	
  you	
  started	
  the	
  
car,	
  drove	
  ahead	
  and	
  slammed	
  	
  on	
  the	
  brakes	
  with	
  your	
  
hands	
  in	
  the	
  air,	
  to	
  see	
  if	
  the	
  car	
  braked	
  	
  evenly	
  !	
  	
  Well,	
  
we	
  couldn't	
  do	
  that	
  as	
  we	
  had	
  an	
  outboard	
  brake	
  lever!”	
  
A]er	
  some	
  discussion	
  with	
  oﬃcials,	
  BEMC	
  called	
  a	
  drivers	
  
mee_ng	
  and	
  asked	
  the	
  other	
  compe_tors	
  if	
  they	
  objected	
  
to	
  Ken	
  compe_ng.	
  The	
  consensus	
  was	
  as	
  they	
  were	
  not	
  
racing	
  side	
  by	
  side,	
  who	
  cared!	
  	
  “So	
  we	
  ended	
  up	
  11th	
  
overall	
  out	
  of	
  62	
  entries	
  and	
  second	
  in	
  FL	
  behind	
  Horst	
  Kroll	
  in	
  a	
  Porsche	
  FV.	
  “
“I	
  had	
  not	
  seen	
  the	
  car	
  a]er	
  I	
  sold	
  it	
  in	
  1964	
  but	
  in	
  2004	
  Mike	
  Wietzes	
  told	
  me	
  
his	
  neighbour	
  had	
  purchased	
  	
  an	
  old	
  race	
  car	
  to	
  restore,	
  and	
  said	
  it	
  looked	
  like	
  
my	
  name	
  on	
  the	
  cowl,	
  under	
  many	
  coats	
  of	
  paint.	
  I	
  went	
  to	
  see	
  it,	
  sure	
  enough	
  
it	
  was	
  my	
  old	
  car!	
  A	
  good	
  friend	
  of	
  mine,	
  Jim	
  Tanner	
  oﬀered	
  to	
  buy	
  the	
  car	
  from	
  
Mike's	
  neighbour	
  and	
  had	
  John	
  Smith,	
  Lowry	
  Siemens	
  of	
  Dunnville	
  do	
  a	
  ground	
  
up	
  restora_on.	
  The	
  three	
  of	
  them	
  are	
  partners	
  in	
  the	
  car,	
  they	
  race	
  the	
  car	
  at	
  
meets	
  in	
  Florida	
  in	
  winter	
  and	
  Ohio	
  in	
  the	
  summer!	
  They	
  kindly	
  brought	
  the	
  car	
  
to	
  Glory	
  Days	
  for	
  John	
  and	
  I	
  to	
  drive.”	
  

Gary Allen reports from

Summit Point
“We arrived Thursday afternoon
during a major cloudburst rain
storm-Dave Good was there
already and had a good practice
day before the rain-later he
discovered metal in his oil so no
further running for his MGA. Joe
Lightfoot rolled in later after a hard
trip down (see PS). On Friday morning, because of much water in the pits, paddock
and on track we were delayed until 10 AM and only got a quali as the track was
unsafe for racing. Did an excellent track walk with Peter Krause, which was very
helpful that afternoon, later on we ate in a local Irish pub. Saturday morning was clear
bright and cool, and we did the morning warmup, most of the little rivers across the
track and mud had dried up so it was faster. Joe unfortunately tagged a spinner
unavoidably and only did 4 laps-he was classified 20th while I managed 13th, second
MGB. The race that morning went off on time and in the event I finished 7th overallfirst MGB-and Joe got up to 12th with his car “mostly repaired”. We were 5th and 9th
in class C1-but the next race was to be gridded according to fastest weekend lap
times not finishing position. Sunday again was bright but cool, did the morning
warmup then had to wait until 2:30 PM to race. I started 10th, I think Joe was 13th.
We got a good start, easily out dragged the Volvo P1800 but came around a few laps
later to see a badly battered MGB in the tire wall at turn 1-black flags ended the race.
Not a great weekend, (too many rookies on track from the school?) and limited track
time for us due to Enduros being run and FF features.Track is terrific, beautiful old
historic towns but long haul through PA mountains-finally home at 2:30 am!”
Joe Lightfoot’s PS:
Let’s just say Joe’s weekend didn’t go well! He and Cheryl left on the Wednesday. His
dog ran away on the trip down “She had walked into a TSC store to see if anyone
needed a dog.” says Joe. “Then the alternator on our motorhome seized up and
broke the belt also.” There followed a tale of woe for another day but “finally at 7pm,
Thursday, weary and emotionally beaten, we pull into Summit Point. Our first and
only session on Friday was qualifying. Unfortunately I got taken out after just two laps
by a guy who spun right in front of me.” With the help of Dave Good and Brian McKie
(and a good samaritan who returned the next day with a steering arm and wouldn’t
accept payment), Joe was able to get back out on track. The Sunday race was
“supposed to be a ten lap race, probably about 15 minutes, but about six laps in
someone wrecked his car on the front straight and that ended our race. Probably all
in all I spent about 50 to 55 minutes on the track.”

CASC Race School Shannonville, 2014.
By Harry Sale.

Up until the first challenge at
7:45AM on Saturday, April 26th I
had only driven a manual shift car
for a total of 90 minutes, and
those minutes were certainly not
under track conditions. With John
Greenwood as my instructor
scrutinizing my every move, not to
mention my fellow racing school
peers and volunteers doing the
Johnny G, Harry and the Hyundai
same, I was about to experience
my first track day under “interesting” conditions. I was in a less than
primo 2003 Hyundai Accent, borrowed from Joe Lightfoot, that was
shortly destined for the junkyard. Needless to say, I was more than
thrilled to not stall on my first shift, and from then until I turned off
the engine on Sunday I had one of the best times of my life.
Racing school to me was one part
learning, one part trying not to
totally screw up. I was in capable
hands learning from Cindy
Armstrong and Len Clue in the
classroom, as well as with Johnny G
in the car, but I also knew that I
wanted to prove myself as a
capable and responsible driver. My
on track display was probably
comical to those around me, as I
squealed my car through turn 1
with the Accent’s 1.6 litre engine
Craig DeShane fills Harry in on the
sending a growling 104 horsepower
melting point of Hyundai brakes...
to my front, balding tires. I had no
idea how much a car could take
going around those corners! Even as the little guy in the pack of
bigger, faster cars, I could still keep up with them in the corners, but
only if my lines were clean and the braking was done just right.
Unfortunately for my Hyundai, the rigors of being thrown around the
track took its toll around mid-day on Sunday, see above left!

After speeding down the back straight and braking hard into the righthander, my car felt “a little off”. I could feel that it wasn’t performing as
well as earlier in the day but I really had no idea what was going on, I
was concentrating more on my race lines. Through the S turns I went
and accelerated toward the final complex where I had to brake late and
hard to make the left turn. At that point, much to my dismay, my car’s
brakes threw out a plume of black smoke and I knew that I was in
trouble! I braked as best as I could and steered around the corner, barely
keeping it off the dirt. I managed to get into the pits, and as I
approached the control tower I saw volunteers waving at me with fire
extinguishers! My brakes had completely melted away, were molten hot,
and I was now braking with the caliper piston directly onto the brake
disc. The car was shot, and my weekend was over....(Actually no, as J.G.
then kindly lent me his Volvo! Dad nearly fainted! Thanks J.G.!)
Despite the problems toward the end of Racing School, I experienced
first hand what it’s like to
develop from a track
newbie into a novice
driver, I gained the skills
necessary to be safe and
responsible on the track, I
experienced throwing the
car through corners faster
than I could have ever
imagined before, and I
even learned what it’s like
to experience a
mechanical failure under
high-speed conditions! My
weekend at Shannonville
taught me that putting
your mind to a challenge
and overcoming it is a very
fulfilling experience and
I’m looking ahead to one
day applying those lessons
on circuit. I only hope that
at the end of that weekend
I may actually have some
Harry and the Stig...
brake pads left....

“Is the number 25 taken...?”

by Harry Sale

Harry was back on track sooner than expected....
As I climbed out of the cockpit after my fourth and final practice
lapping session at Mosport, I couldn’t help but feel just a little bit
as though I had just finished the Canadian GP and was about to be
interviewed by Eddie Jordan. I took the steering wheel off, and
climbed out of Peter Viccary’s Kelly Vee. It really did feel as though I
was in parc fermé, with the TV cameras scrutinizing my end of race
celebration amongst my throngs of mechanics, fans and admirers. I
was abruptly humbled by the fact that my “admirers” happened to
be a random father and daughter starting at me with blank faces,
mostly wondering if I needed help pushing the car. My moment of
glory was swiftly subdued by this hefty dose of reality, but it is still a
moment that I will remember forever. The first time I had
completed a full day on a racetrack couldn’t have gone any better.
I showed up to Mosport early Thursday morning before the CHGP,
not having seen the car I would be driving. I couldn’t even drive the
car from the paddock to the mock grid, as the night before I had
visions of stalling on the hill and rolling backwards! It was a bit
tense to say the least but I knew that once I completed the first
session that I would be OK. Fortunately, Peter Viccary, the owner of
the Kelly Vee, kindly drove the #68 car up to the mock grid, so I at
least avoided the dreaded stalling on the hill humiliation. So now it
was time – after 20 or so years of dreaming of being on track I was
finally suited up and ready to step into “my” car.

Unfortunately, with a 6’2 frame, fitting into a Formula Vee quickly
became a challenge. I’m sure that if I were one centimeter taller that
I wouldn’t have been able to fit! My knees were tightly braced
against the frame, the gear shift was pressed into my right thigh and
the wheel was gently cradled by my two legs in their only functional
resting place. This was going to be my seat for roughly 100 minutes
throughout the day, and I would have to make the most of it despite
being practically “one with the car” and there was something in my
right shoe that was bugging me...
Getting from engine start down to turn
one whizzed by faster than I could have
ever imagined. Literally the next thing I
knew I was heading down into turn two
and I’d barely time to process any of
what was going on! This was the same
turn two where I’d watched my Dad race
and seen Mini’s on three wheels chasing
each other around the fast downhill left
hander.
The weekend became very real, I knew
I was fortunate to be on this iconic
track. I soon began to test the limits of
what I could handle and what the car
could handle, too. I quickly found that
the car’s limits were much further out
than mine! Sometimes the car had
understeer, sometimes oversteer, and I
had to correct a sliding back end coming through
turn 9 a few times. As I pulled off the track after finishing my first
session it felt as though I’d gone through 20 minutes of track time in
1 or 2 minutes of real time. And I found the annoyance in my right
shoe, a 25 cent piece! A lucky token? Perhaps, I had accomplished
getting around the circuit without putting a single wheel off the
tarmac! Maybe there's a car with #25 in my future...
By the end of the day I learned that if you really want to accomplish
a goal, you have to put in quality time to thoroughly understand and
respect what you’re doing. A big thanks to Peter and my dad! I look
forward to enjoying more racing in the future....
Harry Sale.

The
Pop
Rivet
Special
By Jeremy Sale

This photo was taken in 1961 at Mosport during the very first sanctioned race event run at
the track, organized by the Oakville Trafalgar Light Car Club. The car was a Canada Class
special, designed and built by Ron Evans. Beginning in 1955 Canada Class rules were
drafted “in an attempt to provide club members with an opportunity to race cars...at a
reasonable cost.” This idea brought forth some weird and wonderful automobiles,
including one with lightweight papier mâché body work, which predictably turned to mush
at the wet race! Canada Class cars raced between 1956 and 1968 under regulations
designed to “supply an outlet for enthusiasts who wished to build and race their own
vehicles and match their engineering ingenuity against others with similar interests.The
regulations offer a wide scope to the builder enthusiast and should permit the construction
of a car with fairly high performance at a reasonable cost .” The rules mandated using
components from cars which retailed in Canada for less than $2,000.
This car was officially known as the Herald Evans Special but became unofficially known
as the “Pop Rivet Special". We asked Ron why the odd nickname. It appears that without
an English wheel to form more graceful aluminum bodywork Ron found it easier to
forcefully pop rivet the sheets to create the somewhat unusually contoured race car.
Ron was teaching Industrial Arts and living with his parents in Forest, Ontario when he
built his car. He wanted to go racing and Canada Class appeared to offer a low-cost entry.
Buying a wrecked Triumph Herald, Evans welded up the frame and created his
masterpiece, which strangely was never mistaken for an Italian design. So how did the car
run, Ron? “Terrible! After one season I redesigned it for the following season...and it ran
even worse.” The car was simply not able to compete with the Canada Class cars
produced by people like Gord Green, Vic Yachuk, Linc Kinsman, Reg Forth, Willy Cleland
and others. So Ron abandoned the project, buying a new MG Midget from Ed Leavens
dealership in London, Ontario. He picked it up on Christmas Eve in 1962 and turned it into
a successful racer, winning a couple of Ontario Region championships in the mid-sixties.
Though Ron’s unique creation only lives on in photographs, VARAC members still race a
few of the unique Canada Class cars, restored as they were, “back in the day”.

RAIKKONEN AND SURTEES PAIR UP AS HAMILTON
WOWS CROWD AT GOODWOOD FESTIVAL OF SPEED
The 50th anniversary of Surtees’ 1964 F1 title was marked with a
special run up the hill in his Ferrari 164 in tandem with Raikkonen’s
2007 title-winning F2007 that the Finn drove right behind him.
Current title contender Lewis Hamilton performed pirouettes in front of
Goodwood House in his Mercedes F1 machine – formerly raced by
seven-time world champion Michael Schumacher.
Here’s the chance to experience the sensation of taking on the 1.16mile Goodwood Hill in virtual form through the innovative 360 degree
cameras mounted to some of the most exciting Mercedes-Benz cars
appearing at the event. You can try it by clicking on the link:

http://bit.ly/1m7YKrI.

